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“Elderly People and the City: An investigation with GPS methodology”. Urbanism and Urban Qualities Conference. Copenhagen, June 2009. [INVITED SPEAKER]
"GPS Tracking for Medical Applications". Smith and Nephew (Medical Devices Company) symposium. Durham (North Carolina, US), September 2010. [INVITED SPEAKER]

"GPS Technology for Measuring Out-of-Home Mobility of Cognitively Impaired Elderly People: Preliminary Findings". Workshop on Behaviour Monitoring and Interpretation at the 32nd German Conference on Artificial Intelligence (KI 2009). Paderborn (Germany), September 2009.

"Use of GPS technology for measuring timing and distance of outdoor activity of elderly people with different levels of cognitive functioning". 31st Conference of the International Association for Time Use Research. Lüneburg (Germany), September 2009.


"Monitoring Impacts of Visitors with Aggregative GPS Data", The 3rd Workshop on Behaviour Monitoring and Interpretation (BMI'09) Ghent, Belgium, November 3, 2009. [Best Paper Award].
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1. Provisional US patent number 61232437 (filed on August 8, 2009 by Yissum): *A System and Method for Tracking, Recording and Analyzing a Subject's Spatial Activity for Medical and other Applications.*